
#1 Title: Bounded UDE-Based Control for a SLAM Equipped Quadrotor with Input Constraints 

Abstract: Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) system are preferable candidates for 

autonomous building inspections and surveillance tasks, because of their capability of working in both 

indoor and outdoor environments. However, the lack of robustness still remains as one of the challenging 

problems of SLAM implementations. Sudden camera moving, motion blur, occlusion all might cause a 

pose lost and map corruption. This problem becomes significant when the SLAM system is mounted on a 

quadrotor, since the high agility of the quadrotor might lead to a wide camera motion. Therefore, a control 

strategy that can constrain the quadrotor motion angles is proposed in this paper. A bounded design is 

embedded into the existing uncertainty and disturbance estimator (UDE) control framework, which can 

regulate the motion angles, e.g., roll and pitch angles of the quadrotor, always within predefined appropriate 

ranges. The proposed control strategy eliminates the sudden camera motion and provides a suitable platform 

for SLAM. Finally, experimental studies are provided for validation. 
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#2 Title: “Vortex Bursting”: Its Initiation and Dynamics 

Abstract: Vortex bursting – an abrupt expansion of the core radius of a vortex column – occurs when a 

vortex ring dipole forms within the column, advects radially outward, and then erupts. The ring dipole 

forms when an initial variation of the column’s core radius generates azimuthal vorticity, 𝜔𝜃, via vortex 

line coiling; packets of oppositely signed 𝜔𝜃 then collide, mutually interact to form a dipole, and radially 

advect outward to erupt as a burst. Via DNS, we find that eruption of the dipole can be arrested due to the 

dipole’s velocity interacting with the column’s vorticity to generate a dipole of opposite 𝜔𝜃. This generation 

of 𝜔𝜃 at the column’s surface is modeled to derive a minimum core radius ratio (the ratio of the largest core 

to the smallest) of 1.55 necessary for vortex bursting. A secondary model based on the pressure of the 

axially varying vortex core finds a similar minimum ratio of 1.46 required for vortex bursting to occur. A 

parametric search of core radius ratios for increasing Reynolds numbers shows a trend towards the predicted 

thresholds. This criterion should enable seeding radius variations on a column to control or induce vortex 

bursting in various applications. 
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